This paper presents a formalization of the common structure underlying different proposals concerning the geometry of phonological features. Using the concepts and tools of elementary set theory, lattice theory, and the theory of independent Boolean algebras, a metatheory of autosegmantal feature structure is developed. This metatheory enables us to compare contemporary autosegmental phonology to the now abandoned "standard" phonology and to the historically important F"ani. "hi-type phonology as well, and to investigate the restrictions on the use of features in phonological theory.
Introduction
Seven years after the publication of Clements [ 10] , the phonological literature is rife with proposals like those of Sagey [24] , Schein and Steriade [26] , Archangeli and Pulleyblank [2] , Halle and Ladefoged [17] , that pertain to the "geometrical" arrangement of the features that make up phonological representations (for a survey, see McCarthy [23] ). In this paper, all these proposals will be taken to be structures conforming to a (largely implicit) metatheory. The main question of the paper is whether this metatheory is specific to phonology at all. To show that it is, we must demonstrate the existence of some state of affairs which can not be described by a suitable feature geometry, i.e. we must place an upper bound on the generative capacity of feature geometry.
This paper investigates the ideas of autosegmental phonology embodied in features and feature geometry from a formal perspective. Some familiarity with the basic ideas of generative phonology, as can be acquired from most linguistics textbooks such as Fromkin and Rodman [13] , is assumed, but no knowledge of current developments is presumed. Section 2 presents two older conceptions of *This paper benefited a great deal from the comments of the participants at MOL2, Paul Kiparsky, and an anonymous reviewer -all remaining errors are my own.
features, that of SPE and that of P~rfini, and shows that the modem theory of feature geometry is more general than either of these. Using the insights gained from this metatheoretical comparison, in section 3 the generative power of feature geometry is investigated using Ehrenfeucht's theory of weakly Boolean structures. Whether this generative capacity is necessary for the purposes of phonology is discussed in the concluding section 4.
What is feature geometry?
If we wish to characterize the phonological system of a language, we need to specify the segmental inventory S (defined broadly so as to include both underlying and surface phonemes) and some rules, either declarative or procedural, which specify the mapping between underlying and surface forms. For example, the nominative form of Russian nouns can be predicted from the dative forms by removing the dative suffix u and inspecting the final consonant: if it was b or p, the final consonant of the nominative form will be p. This could be expressed in a phonological rule of final b devoicing: b ---> pl_#.
Most remarkably, we find that a similar rule links d to t, g to k and in fact any voiced obstruent to its voiceless counterpart. This phenomenon, that the structural description and/or the structural change in rules will be met not only by a single segment, but rather by some larger set of segments R, is in fact so pervasive that it makes a great deal of sense to introduce some formal apparatus that enables us to exploit it in our characterization of the phonological system. What is required is a clever notation that lets us characterize any such R c S, traditionally called a natural class, in a compact manner so that rules stated in terms of natural classes are just as easy, or perhaps even easier, to deal with as rules stated in terms of segments.
The set N c 2 s of natural classes is not really under the control of the granunarian: it is extemally given by the phonological patterning of the language. The notational devices that we use to capture natural classes are successful to the extent that they make is easier to use natural classes (i.e. members of N) than unnatural ones (i.e. those not in N) in the rules. Clearly, nothing can be won by expressing natural classes disjunctively in terms of their members, since this approach works for unnatural classes like {p, t, b} just as well as it works for natural classes like {p, t, k}. What is needed in a more clever notation, such as the one provided by feature geometry, that exploits the interbal structure of N to achieve notational compactness. Since feature geometry accomplishes this goal by rather complex means, in 2.1 and 2.2 we will present two simpler formalisms aiming at compactness, and in 2.3 we show that they are, in a well-defined sense, special eases of feature geometry. We begin in 2.1 with the well-known "standard" feature-based notation of Chomsky and Halle [9] , henceforth referred to as SPE) and in 2.2 we discuss the perhaps less widely known, but no less interesting, interval-based formalism employed by P-a .nini.
THE "STANDARD" THEORY
The use of distinctive features is fundamental to both classical (SPE) and modem (autosegmental) generative phonology. However, the best known formal model of features (Cherry et al. [7] ) actually predates generative phonology. In brief, this model (see also Cherry [5, 6] ) describes the assignment of feature values to segments as a mapping from the set S of segments into the Euclidean space of dimension n, where n is the number of features used in the analysis. Cherry conceives this Euclidean space as being phonetic in nature: the coordinates correspond to physically measurable properties of the sounds such as formant values.
In this paper, we follow the slightly more complex technical route preferred in contemporary phonology: the direct mapping between phonological features and phonetic observables (see Stevens and Blumstein [28] ) is replaced by a two-stage mapping in which feature assignment is viewed as a phonemic, rather than phonetic, first step, and the resulting abstract structures are interpreted phonetically in the second step. Further, in keeping with the binary nature of phonological features, the underlying field of reals used by Cherry is replaced by the finite field GF(2). ~) Thus, we define a feature assignment as an injective mapping C from a given set S of segments sl, Sz ..... sk into the linear space GF(2, n). In other words, each segment is mapped on an n-tuple of O's and l's: at this stage of the analysis, no partially specified segments (archisegments) are permitted.
As we have discussed above, a clever feature assignment must be able to capture the natural classes defined by the phonological system of the language in a notationaUy compact manner. Following Halle [16, p. 328] , those classes that can be expressed by fewer features than their individual members will be called Nclasses: in GF(2, n), these are the hyperplanes parallel to the axes and their set will be denoted by N(2, n). A feature assignment C will be called compact if it maps sets in N onto C(S) c~ N(2, n). If a compact feature analysis exists, it is easy to show that the following propositions are true:
(1) The number of natural classes is small: for I S I = k, I N I < k 1"s8.
(2) The set of natural classes N must be basically closed under intersection: for U, V~N, s r V, either Un V= {s} or Un V_r
PANINI' S THEORY
Essentially the same two propositions follow from the first extant treatment of natural classes, given in P~n.ini 1.1.71. Simplifying matters somewhat (for a fuller discussion, see Staal [27] ), Fa.nini's method is to arrange the phonemes in a linear sequence (the ~ivas~tras) with some indicatory letters (anubandha) interspersed. Natural classes (pratyah~ra) are defined as those subintervals of the ~ivas~tras which end in some anubandha. The number of praty-ah~ra on k segments with p equidistant anubandha is ~ k(p + 1)/2 __. k(k + 1)/2, again a small power (at most the square) of k. Furthermore, the intersection of two praty-ah~ra, if not empty, can also be expressed as a praty~h~ra, and is, therefore, "natural".
In addition to using pratyah~ra, P-'aoi.'nl employs a variety of devices, most notably the concept of "homogeneity" (s'avar.nya) as a means of cross-classification (see Cardona [4] ). This idea, roughly corresponding to the autosegmental concept of a [supralaryngeal] class node, enables P--a0i. "ni to treat quality distinctions in vowels separately from length, nasality, and tone distinctions, as well as to treat place of articulation distinctions in consonants separately from nasality, voicing and aspiration contrasts. Another subsidiary concept, that of antara "nearness" is required to handle the details of mappings between natural classes. Since the rules only map classes onto classes, the image of a segment under a rule is decided by 1.1.50 sth~ne 'ntaratama.h "in replacement, the nearest".
Thus, we see two rather differnet kinds of notations that enable the grammarian to refer not only to segments, but also to natural classes in the statement of phonological rules. In the standard theory, the savings come from the fact that only those features are mentioned which take the same value for each member of the natural class in question: for the Russian final devoicing rule mentioned above, these features are [-sonorant] and [+consonantal] in the structure description, and [-voice] in the structural change of the rule. In the P-~n. inian theory, the savings come from the fact that rather than referring to the whole set of obstruents, we only have to refer to the initial member and the closing anubandha of the class. What is common to both of these theories is that their evidence comes from the phonological domain: it is the phonological clustering of segments that determines feature assignment or anubandha placement.
FEATURE GEOMETRY
Feature geometry, when formulated abstractly, turns out to be a generalization of both the standard and the P~inian approaches. The standard theory, based on feature vectors, gives rise to the finite linear space GF(2, n) which has Boolean algebraic structure: in section 3, this will be generalized to feature geometries using the semi-independent Boolean rings (SIBRs) introduced by Ehrenfeucht [12] . As we shall see shortly, in feature geometry the linear intervals of the P"ao. inian model are replaced by generalized (lattice-theoretic) intervals, meaning that the main source of generality in feature geometry is that it permits all kinds of rooted label-node trees, but only one of these, called the "paddlewheer' in Archangeli [1] , and the "rolodex" in Goldsmith [14] , is a notational variant of the standard model.
To establish a one-to-one correspondence between the feature vectors of the standard theory and the star-shaped trees in which all features are daughters of the root node of the tree, consider an arbitrary set of n features f~ ..... f~. If a segment has, say, value 1 (+) for features fl ..... fk, and value 0 (-) forfk+l ..... fn, the corresponding "geometrically arranged" feature structure will have the nodes fl, .... 3~, and only these, dominated by the root node. It is easy to see that the collection of feature structures corresponding to an N-class will be a collection of substars, all containing some star B and contained in some larger star T. Since labeled graphs form a distributive lattice for the usual set theortic operations of union and intersection, the elements of the N-class will thus correspond to a (closed) interval, in the latticetheoretic sense, between B and T. Every interval of this sort will be called an Mclass.
In the standard case, N-classes and M-classes coincide, and in the case of more complex geometries, M-classes can be used to define what is meant by "compact notation". 2) If we maintain a theory of single-valued features throughout (see, for example, van der Hulst [19] ), the notion of M-classes can be used to explicate the notion of natural classes without the introduction of the coordinate vectors discussed above, but if we use two-valued features, some kind of Boolean apparatus must also be used, as we shall in section 3.
Generative power
In section 2, we motivated the use of features by their power to express natural classes compactly and showed that feature geometry is a generalization of both the SPE and the P~n. inian method of expressing such classes. However, we did not motivate feature geometry itself (beyond the remark that a geometrical arrangement makes it possible to replace multi-valued features by class nodes), and we did not investigate its properties in any detail. The aim of this section is to show what can be expressed by means of rooted label-node trees -the question what can not be expressed by these will be discussed in section 4.
The standard (rolodex) geometry contains no intermediate nodes between the root and the leaves of the tree. In order to justify the generality of the feature geometry scheme, we need to demonstrate the utility of such class nodes. McCarthy [23] lists three main reasons for using class nodes: processes of assimilation, processes of reduction, and co-occurrence restrictions corresponding to autosegmental association, delinking, and OCP effects, respectively. None of these phenomena can be stated on natural classes directly: assimilation involves the natural correspondence of segments in two natural classes, reduction involves the relation between a natural class and a single segment, and co-occurrence restrictions involve the use of a wellformedness condition, Leben's Obligatory Contour Principle [22] .
The overall effect of taking these phenomena into account is to define natural classes of features (see Clements [11] ). Since we already have two methods, that 2)Given the Linking Constraint of Hayes [18] , this definition also accords with phonological practice in the case of segments with branching root nodes like affricates and geminates, since such complex segments can never fit the same structural description or structural change as simplex segments.
of SPE and that of P~n.ini, to deal with natural classes, the question must be asked: why do feature geometry? Why not employ some mixture of the older methods, or some entirely new one that has nothing to do with the "geometrical" arrangement of the features? The answer provided below is that natural classes (both natural classes of features and natural classes of segments) have a particular kind of algebraic structure that makes feature geometry the appropriate tool to express natural classes. In section 2, we have already seen some indications of the fact that natural classes of segments have some kind of algebraic structure. First, we noted in proposition (1) that compared to the variety of classes that can be formed out of segments, only a vanishing fraction of classes are actually natural. 3~ Second, we noted in proposition (2) that the set N of natural classes is basically closed under intersection: if we are prepared to declare singletons and the empty set natural, the qualifier "basically" can be dropped. Thus, we have reason to believe that there is some algebraic structure to natural classes, and that this structure is almost, but not quite, Boolean: N is closed under intersection, but not under complementation. Therefore, it makes sense to look for some generalized Boolean structure in natural classes and, as this paper argues, this is exactly what we find. First, let us define, following Ehrenfeucht [12] , the notion of independence: two sets X and Y on some domain D are independent (denoted X § Y) iff none of the sets X\Y, YkX, X n Y, X u I / are empty. Two sets X and Y are semi-independent (denoted X/-Y) iff none of the sets X\Y, YkX, X n Y are empty. Informally, independence means that no Bayesian inferences can be made: knowing that some p ~D is or is not a member of X gives us no information about its membership in Y.
Features (or classes of features) are not always (semi)independent: for instance, if we know that a segment is [+low], we can infer that it is [-high]. However, in the structures defined below, natural classes are not required to be (semi)independent of each other: the only requirement is that if two natural classes are (semi)independent, then the sets formed from them must also be natural. Ehrenfeucht defines a set of sets E c 2 ~ to be an independent Boolean algebra or IBA iff
Y E E, X § Y ~ X u Y, X n Y, XkY, Y\X E E;
(ii) X E E =:~ X ~ E;
(iii) ~, D, {a}, {-~ ~ E (singleton sets and their complements).
A set of sets S c 2 ~ is a semi-independent Boolean ring or SIBR iff
YES, X/-Y=~XuY, XnY, X\Y,Y\XES;
(ii') ~,D, {a} ~S (singleton sets).
Can the set N of natural classes, perhaps suitably extended by the empty set and singletons, play the role of the set E in the above definitions? As we mentioned above, the complement of a natural class of segments need not be natural: for example, the complement of the set of mid vowels, being the set of high vowels plus low vowels plus consonants in anything but natural. Thus, N is not an IBA. However, it is an SIBR: if two natural classes of segments are neither contained in one another nor disjoint, their union, intersection, and differences will again be natural. The same can be said about natural classes of features, at least if we restrict our attention to classes established on the basis of assimilation evidence. For if a group of features X assimilates as a unit in some process p, and an overlapping group of features Y assimilates as a unit in some process q, and the two groups are not distinct, the segments that fit both 4) will necessarily show both kinds of assimilation. If, on the other hand, the two sets of features are disjoint, the definition of SIBRs does not require that their union act in concert.
Before we make the argument that justifies feature geometry (as opposed to other means of classification), let is consider a few simple examples of IBAs and SIBRs. First of all, the systems of sets listed in clause (iii) and (ii') of the above definitions are obviously IBAs and SIBRs, respectively -let us denote them by A. Second, traditional Boolean algebras are of course IBAs and SIBRs -let us denote them by B. The third example (and the first nontrivial one) is the IBA built of GF(2, 2), i.e. the two-dimensional cube with points a---( 0,0 ), b---( 0, 1 ), c--( :t, 0 ), d---(1, 11 by including all subsets except {b,e} and Ca,d}. As the reader can easily verify, this 14-member set of sets is an IBA but not an SIBR. The key is the view these sets from the center of the square, so to speak, as segments in a cyclically ordered set of n points. If all such segments are included, we obtain an IBA, and if we break up the circle and use linear ordering, we obtain an SIBR. Let us denote the class of such interval structures by C.
The argument justifying feature geometry can now be based on the fact that all IBAs and SIBRs can be built from A, B and C classes of IBAs and SIBRs introduced above by arranging these in a suitable tree structure. This fact, which is Ehrenfeucht's representation theorem of IBAs and SIBRs, means that any set of natural classes (of anything) can be described by repeated application of SPE-style feature analysis (B), P-a.ninian-type sets of intervals 5) (C) and trivial sets (A) as long as it has the closure properties described above. In other words, feature geometry is demonstrably sufficient for describing the structure of natural classes. But is it necessary? In the next section, we will answer this question in the affirmative.
4)There will always be such segments as long as the processes in question are self-dual, i.e. involve beth the marked and the unmarked value of the feature. 
Conclusion
In principle, we can imagine that for different languages different geometrical arrangements or even different feature inventories are used. In practice, however, phonological theory posits a single, universal inventory of features and looks for a single, universally fixed geometry. Since the cross-linguistic identity of features such as [nasal] is anchored in their phonetic (acoustic and articulatory) properties, rather than in some combinatorial subtleties of their intra-language phonological patterning, this search can lead to a single object (unique up to isomorphism) that will, much like Mendeleyev's periodic table, encode a large number of regularities in a compact format. To the extent that the goal of phonological research on feature geometry is a unique object, every framework permitting a variety of geometries can be said to be overgenerate.
Whether the quest for a single "substantive universal" (Chomsky [8] ) structure for phonological segments will be successful remains to be seen: given the success of applying the ideas of feature geometry to sign language (see e.g. Sandler [25] ), where the substantive content of the features is rather different from that found in spoken language phonology, it is perhaps unrealistic to hope for the eventual discovery of a single, genetically encoded structure. Be that as it may, in a formal analysis the long-term goals of phonological research can not be used as a substitute for its actual accomplishments. Currently, there is no single generally accepted feature geometry even in the spoken language domain; rather, this is a very active field of research with a broad range of competing proposals (see e.g. It6 et al. [20] ). Since feature geometry research is constrained only by the metatheory made explicit in the first two sections of this paper, the question whether this metatheory is too permissive is worth exploring in greater detail.
As we have seen in section 2, feature geometry is a generalization of both the SPE and the P-an.inian method of specifying natural classes. When it comes to natural classes of features, the first question to ask is whether these older methods, or perhaps some combination of them, are sufficient for the task. Instead of arranging features in a tree structure, could we perhaps define some metafeatures of features? Or should we perhaps subject the feature set to P"an.inian analysis, defining the appropriate meta~ivas~tras for features? To show that these methods are insufficient, we have to find a set of classes that resists analysis in a purely feature-based or in a purely anubandha-based framework.
Laryngeal A similar argument against meta~ivas~tras is more difficult to make at the root of the tree, 6) but could be made lower down the tree, e.g. for vowel features. Thus, we can safely conclude that neither features nor anubandhas are sufficient to deal with the full complexity of the feature classification problem by themselves: we need some combination of these, or perhaps some entirely different classification scheme, such as the decision trees now commonly employed in speech recognition (see Bahl et al. [3] ).
While we cannot fully anticipate the schemes that might be proposed in future phonological work, we can gain a little more insight by comparing SIBRs to IBAs and by looking at the feature geometries that were proposed so far from the perspective of SIBRs. Ehrenfeucht's representation theorem implies that the only interesting class of IBAs that are not SIBRs will be the class of cyclic interval systems. Since such systems are outside the descriptive power of feature geometry, we can say that the metatheory of feature geometry already puts a nontrivial upper bound on the complexity of the structure of segments: it predicts that no set of phonological features can ever be arranged in a cyclic ordering in such a manner that we find (assimilatory, reduction or co-occurrence) evidence for the grouping of those features that form arcs of the cycle. According to the formalization presented here, this lack of cyclic structures is a consequence of the broader observation that (geometrically arranged) feature sets are not closed under complementation: the complement of a set of features dominated by a single class node is not expected to be dominated by some other class node.
Turning to the extant set of proposals (a partial list was given at the beinning of the paper), we notice that the class C is absent from them. At the root node, all existing proposals have A structure, and at lower nodes, A or B. Here, the lack of C structures can not be explained by lack of closure under complementation, for P-an.inian-type sets of intervals are SIBRs which do not require such closure. If we take the tentative suggestion advanced in footnote 6 about major class features seriously, we can conclude that feature geometry makes full use of the range of constructions necessary for generating every SIBR, i.e. that it is strictly equivalent to SIBRs. If, on the other hand, we restrict ourselves to proposals made elsewhere, it follows that feature geometry generates only a proper set of SIBRs. Either way, the exclusion of (cyclic) interval structures demonstrates that feature geometry does not have unlimited generative power.
